all that hair!
duplicitly back bitting undermining
He never talks to me
I told me I loved her in 1991. If that had changed, I would have told her.

Listening, unfortunately is not agreement. Teenagers often need to be reminded or they think you're agreeing with them.

all children see our mistakes in articles

Do you want to be right or do you want to be effective (or in some situations) loved?

We keep doing the same thing over and over with the same results.

People convinced against their will are of the same opinion still.

guilty until asked to find out how dead and how was what old man? I've mentioned you 3 times already

the ability to deal with problems with absolute
has to do with disinterest

our long term stance quite comes from the fact that we have such diversity
1. We are less of ourselves,
we give power away. Give stewardship delegating
Schedule your life around the rules of your
days instead of the deb of your life.

2. Right sizing by downsizing / reduction in force
Self-directed teams at Saturn

2. Empowerment – common share decision making
(The process is important) Unleash creativity
(Stop catching people being bad)